Build your own Display stand.
this leaflet shows how you can build your own display stand for a
budget of £35. The parasol base can be chosen from a wide range available
but it must accept a 32mm diameter parasol. i have chosen a simple type
that can be filled with water/sand and is portable.
The components can be sourced from large chain shops the only tool
required is a saw that will cut pvcu tube and a sharp knife.
components.

32mm white
diameter
waste pipe.
3 x 2 metre
lengths from
b&q.
cost = £3.49 each

32mm waste pipe joints.
2 x 90 degree bend (shown above)
cost £1.29 each.
2 x 90 degree tee (shown below)
cost £149 each.
From b&q

Pvcu Parasol base
Cost £5-8
From tesco

Pre assembled components.
32mm pipe to be cut to lengths
cut straight and use knife to clean off swarf.
2 x 1000mm from one length
1 x 740mm and 1 x 1270mm from one length
1 x 740mm and 1 x 1270mm from one length

assembly

Place parasol base units
on floor spaced apart

Place parasol base
spigot on to 1000mm
length of pipe

Twist and secure

Place spigots into base
units

Connect tee joint to
1270mm length of pipe

Twist and secure,
repeat on both ends

Secure the cross bar to
the two upstands

Twist and insert the
two 740mm lengths of
pipe into the tee joint

Twist and secure the 90
degree bends onto
each end of the
remaining 1270mm pipe

Twist and secure the
top bar to the two
vertical bars.
Assembled frame.

attaching the panels.
the panels in this design are a1 (850mm x 570mm) 5mm foam board which
can be sourced from larger art stores but depending on the fixing you
may use other materials. velcro tape can be obtained from most hardware
or diy stores.

Attach either a
continuous strip or
tab of velcro tape
across the the top and
bottom bar full width

Place a tab on the back
of the a1 5mm foam
panel to allow
attachment to the
display
the final display

here we see the final display, it has the capacity of two or four a1 boards.
images attached to the boards are best affixed with either spraymount
glue or velcro tabs.

